Wolfgang Preikschat
Schumannstr . 15
D-6000 Frankfurt 7

T (069)752870

Woody Vasulka
Rt .6, Box 100 .
Santa Fd
USA-NN87501
Frankfurt, 22 .12 .1986
Dear Woody,
an international board of commissioners (Vittorio Fagone, d8, I ;
Bruce Ferguson, CDN ; Wulf Herzogenrath, d8, FRG ; Kathy Huffman,
USA ; Keigo Yamamoto, J ; Barbara London, USA ; Dorine Mignot, NL ;
Wolfgang Preikschat, d8 ; Rena Pulfer, CH ; Biljana Tomic, YU) has
selected some fifty tapes for the art videotheque of the
DOCUMENTA 8 (June 12 - Sept . 20, 1987)_
Among others your
"T H E
C O 1'1 M I S S I 0 N"
has been selected . As coordinator I ask you, if you agree on

the participation in the documenta-videotheque . If you do, please
help us with the catalogue by sending
a) a brief biography (including education, video works and awards
to date)
b) a description of the video concerned .

The text should not exceed 60 lines of 38 spaces . We'd
appreciate, if you'd name a recent publication (e .g . catalogue)
which contains more detailed information about your work .
c) for photographic reproduction we need a copy of your tape
beforehand (U-matic,
low-band) .
Please send everything to the above mentioned address . The
material should not arrive later than January 31 .

As for the conditions (nos . of copies, fees, artist's copy of
catalogue etc .) and further procedures we'll inform you as soon
as possible, but not later than end of January, beginning of
February 1987, since final selections have to be made .
We anticipate your reply with much appreciation
and remain
yours sincerely

Wolfgang Preikschat
coordination video
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